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We just got back from AWCI’s fall con-

ference in Puerto Rico, where AWCI’s

technical committees convened to dis-

cuss the latest, most pressing technical

issues faced by the wall and ceiling

industry. And there are two issues that I

have addressed in this column before,

one quite recently, that keep coming up.

So let me review these issues with not

only my perspective, but with my best

recollection of the group conscience at

these meetings.

The first issue, which I very recently

wrote about but didn’t have the full range

of input on it that I have now, is the ever-

popular discussion on the levels of gyp-

sum board finish. To review, the levels of

gypsum board finish appear in ASTM

C-840, “Standard Specification for the

Application and Finishing of Gypsum

Board,” and a couple of versions of the

same material published by the Gypsum

Association, and a consortium including

AWCI and the GA. The standard out-

lines the steps recommended to achieve

various levels of gypsum board finish so

that specifiers and contractors are in basic

agreement with the scope of the work to

be done in finishing the gypsum board

surface prior to decorating.

As I recently wrote, the methods and

materials used to achieve a level 5 (pre-

mium) finish is and has been a hotly

debated topic in the industry for some

time. It was explained during the meet-

ing that specifiers originally were expect-
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ing the same finish on a gypsum board

wall as a veneer plaster wall, and this stan-

dard would help set the design commu-

nity’s expectations straight while enabling

contractors to bid apples to apples. The

crux of the issue now is how a contractor

can do it right—per the design profes-

sional’s specifications—and still make a

profit, when other contractors are bid-

ding the work by cutting corners.

To complicate the issue, there are prod-

ucts on the market that are not trowel

applied—as the standard requires in a

level 5 finish—but are either spray or

roller applied. This variant method of

application, which apparently is not

used in all regions, has been used suc-

cessfully by some, and not so successful-

ly by others.

So the group conscience addressing this

predicament, as I understood it, is to

offer a “qualified” bid, where the level 5

finish is achieved using mud and a trow-

el for one price, and achieved using oth-

er methods for a lesser price (to reflect the

savings in labor). Several folks referred to

this method as “level 4 1/2.” If nothing

else, according to the group, the qualified

bid will open the specifiers’ eyes to the

fact that there are several not-quite-so-

equal methods to achieve a level 5 finish.

The other topic has a similar theme: the

proper selection and bidding of a head-

of-wall joint. It seems there is still much

confusion in the field about the appro-

priate means for the contractor to esti-

mate and bid a head-of-wall joint that

meets the need and is still cost compet-

itive. Again, this is a situation where

everyone needs to be on the same page

from the get-go. It is the group con-

science that the design professional must

indicate how much deflection is realisti-

cally expected in a given joint, so that

the contractor can bid accordingly.

Some joints require only minimal move-

ment, while others require custom

designs because they have anticipated

huge movement. Beware of engineers

who over-engineer and specify ten-fold

what is really called for. AWCI’s Techni-
cal Manual #17, The Design and Con-
struction of Head-of-Wall Fire-Restric-

tive Joints, addresses all these issues and

in particular instructs specifiers with the

following: “The specification shall state

the amount of vertical movement

required in the wall assembly. This is to

be stipulated by the structural engineer.”

So, in both situations addressed above,

it seems incumbent on the contractor to

make certain that the specifier has done

the necessary work before a realistic bid

can be made.
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